mebo
Multitouch LED High Bright Display Table
mebo is a unique design piece of table furniture that integrates the latest multi-touch technology with a pure and beautiful physical form. This table allows for true multiuser interaction from 2 to 32 touch points and with a bright powered LED screen ranging from 32" to 55". The mebo design with its varying colors allows it to be used by many industries and commercial spaces, emphasizing the environment where it is showcased. Its structure is made of steel with electrostatic painted coating with option of two distinct color variations. It has a clear 6 mm tempered Corning Gorilla protecting glass. It includes an embedded PC with Windows 8 professional.

**Characteristics:**

- Reinforced steel structure with powder electrostatic painting.
- LG LS33A Led Professional 42" – Brightness: 300nit (32"/42"/47"), 300nit (55"), 350nit (65"); Direct-LED Display; Portrait/Landscape Orientation; Embedded Media Player; Vertical Retail Targets: SMB (Small & Medium Business), Retailers; Energy Star 6.0 Compliant; IPS PANEL, Low Screen Temperature; High Resistance to Blackening Defect; Wide Viewing Angle.
- Corning Gorilla 6 mm tempered Multi-Touch Projected Capacitive Screen.
- Computer: Box systems dust nuc i5-3427u 2gb ssd 60gb
- Bluetooth mouse and keyboard.
- Windows 8 Professional.
- Wooden shipping crate.
- Optional: Reinforced Flight-case
- Materials: Maritime Plywood; Penn Elcom fittings; Metal Butterfly locks; 4 transport wheels; Interior in high density foam.